We present a structured inference approach in deep neural networks for multiple attribute prediction. In attribute prediction, a common approach is to learn independent classifiers on top of a good feature representation. However, such classifiers assume conditional independence on features and do not explicitly consider the dependency between attributes in the inference process. We propose to formulate attribute prediction in terms of marginal inference in the conditional random field. We model potential functions by deep neural networks and apply the sum-product algorithm to solve for the approximate marginal distribution in feed-forward networks. Our message passing layer implements sparse pairwise potentials by a softplus-linear function that is equivalent to a higher-order classifier, and learns all the model parameters by end-to-end back propagation. The experimental results using SUN attributes and CelebA datasets suggest that the structured inference improves the attribute prediction performance, and possibly uncovers the hidden relationship between attributes.
Introduction
Deep neural networks achieve surprisingly strong performance in various computer vision tasks including detection, segmentation, and attribute recognition. In attribute recognition, typically the goal is to predict multiple semantic labels to the given image, and sometimes this problem formulation is referred automatic image tagging. Attributes can be any visually perceptible concept, such as outdoor or manmade for a scene image. Many attributes co-exist in a single image, and some are in an exclusive relationship (e.g., outdoor vs. indoor). In this paper, we consider an approach to explicitly modeling such inter-attribute relationships in the inference process using deep neural networks.
A standard approach to predict multiple labels is to learn independent classifiers at the end of the neural network (e.g., fork architecture [38] ). Through end-to-end learning, the trunk of the architecture is expected to learn discriminative internal representation such that the leaves can make good predictions for each concerned attribute assuming attributes are conditionally independent. However, interattribute relationship is not explicitly modeled in the feedforward inference in such fork architecture, and the hope is that the internal representation is discriminative enough to predict all of the attributes. Alternatively, one might be able to learn independent neural networks for each attribute, with a drawback in the scalability for learning multiple huge networks. In this paper, we aim at building a drop-in replacement for conditionally independent classifiers.
We attempt to explicitly model the inter-attribute relationship via message passing inference in a feed-forward network, and learn the whole network in an end-to-end manner. Our approach is based on the (approximate) marginal inference by the sum-product algorithm in the conditional random fields (CRF), and we propose to learn sparse potential functions on top of the feature representation produced by deep neural networks. Predicting potential functions by neural networks has an advantage that we can consider arbitrary order relationships in the prediction [21] . For example, in facial attribute recognition, in addition to the probability of Male given an image, a potential function can consider Male and Beard probability together with the cue from Male and 5 o'clock shadow probability to infer the marginal probability of Male, thus taking advantage of inter-dependent contexts in the final prediction. Our message passing layer can be implemented as a feed-forward computation in deep networks by unrolled message propagation, and also the whole network can be efficiently learned by stochastic gradient descent (SGD) using standard back propagation. Fig. 1 illustrates our model. Given an image, our model predicts potential functions of CRF using convolutional neural networks (CNN), then run joint inference in the message passing layer to solve for the marginal probability. We show in the experiments using two benchmark datasets that our structured inference improves the performance over the independent baseline prediction even if the pairwise potentials are much sparser than a fullyconnected dense graph. We also empirically examine prop- Figure 1 . Our structured attribute prediction model. We introduce the sum-product message passing for marginal inference in the end-to-end learnable architecture. The base network predicts potential functions to explicitly model attribute relationships.
erties of the message passing layer in terms of graph structure, propagation steps, and runtime efficiency. Our contributions are summarized in the following:
• We propose to learn potential functions in the deep neural networks for multiple attribute recognition. We suggest softplus linear function to implement arbitrary order potential function. With potential functions, deep neural networks can explicitly model higherorder relationship between attributes.
• We propose to use the unrolled sum-product message passing to efficiently run (approximate) marginal inference on a sparse factor graph in a feed-forward network, and also to enable back propagation for end-toend learning.
• We empirically show that the structured inference can improve attribute recognition performance with sparse graphical models. We also extensively analyze the effect of graph structure, message propagation steps, and runtime of our message passing layer to derive design principles.
Related work
There have been several attempts to introduce structured inference in deep neural networks, for example, in semantic segmentation [6, 16, 21, 40, 1, 34, 20, 5, 33] , pose estimation [31, 36, 18, 8] , stereo [19] , optical flow [35] , or action/attribute recognition [37, 17, 14, 11, 28] . In semantic segmentation, often the mean field approximation is employed [6, 40] , where the joint model considers labeling of spatially neighboring pixels. Chu et al. [8] use mean field approximation to propagate messages in the feature representation for pose estimation. The mean-field approximation is a popular choice in marginal inference due to computational efficiency [30, 2] , though the resulting distribution could be inexact compared to alternative inference methods.
Several inference approaches are reported, for example, by utilizing sampling to learn generic potential functions [18] , feed-forward message propagation according to label relationships [14] , recurrent models to learn the interlabel relationships [11, 10] , or matrix computation in the feed-forward procedure [16] . Belanger et al. proposes an energy-based, discriminative approach to learn structure in the deep networks [3, 4] . In this paper, we try to integrate marginal inference by the sum-product algorithm [25] in the deep neural networks.
We employ sum-product inference because sparse graphical models are sufficient to improve performance in attribute recognition without incurring prohibitive computational costs. Our model is similar in spirit to Lin et al. [21] where a CNN is utilized to directly predict messages, whereas our model learns potential functions which is somewhat more interpretable. Chen et al. propose an algorithm to integrate both belief propagation and learning in the end-to-end learning [7] , and we further examine data dependent functions for potentials in a sparse graph. Liu et al. [22] reports an attempt to learn unary and pairwise potential functions under multi-objective loss, whereas we propose to learn both of the potentials towards the common loss. Attribute recognition has a property that variables are much smaller than other joint problems such as segmentation, but label relations are highly semantic than spatial. We show in the experiment that this problem nature makes sum-product inference in a sparse graphical model suitable for multiple attribute recognition.
Structured inference
To introduce structure in attribute prediction, we consider joint probability over attributes, and view the prediction of each attribute in terms of marginal inference.
Conditional random fields
Let us denote attributes by a vector x = {x 0 , · · · , x N }, and a conditional variable by z (e.g., feature vector). In CRF, the probability distribution is expressed by the product of potential functions over graph cliques:
where Z is a normalization constant and φ c is the potential function over the clique c. We consider computing the conditional marginal distribution:
using the sum-product algorithm. The advantage of using CRF is that we are able to model arbitrary order potential functions φ c (x c |z) instead of directly making conditionally independent prediction. Marginal probability naturally incorporates structured relationship between variables in arbitrary order in the probabilistic inference. We can model potential functions in any manner as long as the function returns positive values, for example, using deep neural networks.
Sum-product algorithm
The sum-product algorithm computes the marginal probability through message passing on a factor graph. The factor graph is a bipartite graph consisting of factor and variable nodes corresponding to potential functions and variables in Markov Random Fields (MRF). Edges in the factor graph correspond to variable-factor relationships in MRF. The sum-product algorithm computes two types of message propagation in the factor graph:
where t ∈ {1, · · · , T } is the iteration step and n(φ c ) represents neighbors of φ c . The message propagation iterates under a pre-determined schedule or until convergence criteria are met. The final marginal probability is obtained by the product of messages to the variable:
...
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Potential functions / ( / | ) Figure 2 . Message passing layer. We implement iterated message propagation by unrolled feed-forward computation.
With an appropriate propagation schedule, the above message passing can compute exact marginal if the graph is a tree. For a general graph with loops, the algorithm can approximately compute the marginal probability under designated message-passing schedule (loopy belief propagation) [12] .
Message passing layer
In this paper, we consider the flooding schedule to simultaneously propagate messages on a general loopy graph, and view one round of message passing by eq 3-4 as one iteration in the recurrent computation [40] . We implement the iterated propagation in the message passing layer as unrolled propagations, which we illustrate in Fig 2. The input to the message passing layer is potential functions given by the previous layers. The potential functions must produce positive values, and in this paper we suggest a standard inner product with softplus activation function to model potentials [31] . Given the previous layer output z, we define the potential function by:
The first iteration of the message passing starts by setting µ (0)
φc→x (x) = 1, and the algorithm repeats eq 3-4 to propagate subsequent messages µ (t) x→φc (x) and µ (t) φc→x (x) at step t. We apply unrolled iterations of message passing by the flooding schedule to the fixed number of iterations T . After iterated message propagations, we compute the approximate marginal probability (eq 5). By unrolling iterations, we implement all the inference procedures in a feedforward computation.
Graph construction
Although the sum-product algorithm can run inference on arbitrary graphical models, in practice it is computationally expensive to run an inference on dense factor graphs. The computational complexity is proportional to the factor degree and propagation steps, and also quadratic to the state space of a variable. Fortunately, in attribute recognition, the size of label space tends to be much smaller than pixel-based prediction, and sparse factor graphs work well in practice for attribute recognition.
In this paper, we suggest building a sparse graphical model for attributes based on variable coverage. We employ the following deterministic approach to build a factor graph: 1) compute correlation between attributes from training data; and 2) for each attribute, pick k other attributes that has the highest absolute correlation, and form a potential over the pair. We empirically study the effect of different graph structures in Sec 5.1.
End-to-end learning
The message passing layer in Sec 3.3 consists of sum, product, and normalization operations. We can run inference in a feed-forward manner in neural networks, and also apply the standard back-propagation for computing gradients. In this paper, we learn the attribute prediction model with the binary cross entropy loss:
where y i ∈ [0, 1] is the ground-truth label. We learn the model using SGD with momentum.
In practice, the gradient computation via backpropagation can be numerically unstable at normalization step in eq 4 and 5. A larger number of recurrent computation in the message passing layer results in vanishing gradients. In Sec 4, we only consider unary and pairwise potentials over binary variables, and apply two step propagation in the inference (repeating eq 3-4 two times).
Experiments

Datasets
In this paper, we use two datasets to evaluate the prediction performance: SUN Attribute dataset (SUN-Attr) [24] , and CelebA dataset [23] . SUN-Attr contains 102 scene attributes in 14,340 images. Since the provided train-test partitions in SUN-Attr are not designed for joint training, we randomly split the images into 60%/20%/20% train/val/test partitions for evaluation. CelebA contains 40 facial attributes in 202,599 images, and in this paper, we use the provided pre-cropped facial images with the original train/val/test splits for evaluation.
Baselines
We compare the following models in attribute prediction. Sigmoid: A standard binary classification model using a deep convolutional neural network that applies a linear function followed by a sigmoid function to produce the probability: p(x i = 1) = σ(w T i z + b i ). We use ResNet-18 and ResNet-50 architecture [13] for feature extraction, and provide the average-pooled feature for the input z to the classifier. The sigmoid model is considered a baseline for independently predicting attributes [38] .
Const CRF: Our structured prediction model that has softplus-linear unary potential (eq 6) and a softplusconstant pairwise potential:
The constant potential adds a static bias to the pairwise relationships as attempted in [7] . This model configuration has the effect of balancing prediction confidence between attributes by prior. Linear CRF: Our proposed model that uses the softpluslinear function (eq 6) for both unary and pairwise potentials. The model can be interpreted as a combination of first and second order classifiers. For both Const and Linear CRFs, we define unary potentials for all variables, and pairwise potentials using the min approach described in Sec 5.1 that guarantees minimum number of pairwise factors per variable. In the baseline performance comparison, we evaluate the models with either at least 2 or 8 pairwise factors per variable in CRFs, and report the performance with better accuracy. Note that it is computationally prohibitive to define factors on all possible pairs of attributes. We fix the number of sum-product propagation to 2 in both CRF models.
Training details
We use the standard SGD with momentum to minimize the loss. We set the initial learning rate to 1e-1, set the momentum to 1e-4, and apply data augmentation by random cropping and horizontal flipping. To compare the CRF models with the baseline sigmoid, we first train the feature representation using sigmoid model from the ImageNet pretrained CNN by the following learning strategy. We learn only the last classification layer for the first 20 epochs, apply SGD updates to all layers for the next 20 epochs, then drop the learning rate to 1e-2 for additional 20 epochs. After feature pre-training, we fine-tune all models including the sigmoid with the same learning strategy, and report the test performance of the best model in terms of validation accuracy. We also report the performance when only the last classification layer is trained with ImageNet pretrained CNN without end-to-end learning. All experiments are implemented in PyTorch framework, and conducted on a computer with 4 GPUs. Table 1 summarizes the baseline configurations and the prediction performance in terms of accuracy, average precision, average recall, and average F1 score on all attributes for two datasets. We show the performance both when the classification layer (sigmoid or CRF) is trained with ImageNet pre-trained CNN and when the end-to-end learning strategy is employed. As a reference, we also show the performance of Torfason et al. [32] and Liu et al. [23] for CelebA dataset for state-of-the-art comparison.
Quantitative evaluation
In overall, introducing structured inference improves the prediction performance over the baseline sigmoid classifiers in almost all cases. The Linear CRF consistently improves accuracy, average recall, and average F1 in SUN-Attr, with a solid performance advantage on the average F1 measure. Const CRF models also show advantage in average precision in SUN-Attr. Linear CRFs outperform Const CRFs in accuracy in most cases, except for the on-par performance observed in the end-to-end trained cases in CelebA.
End-to-end learning In CelebA dataset, CRF models outperform the baseline sigmoid classifier, but the significant improvement is in between the ImageNet pre-trained models and the end-to-end learned models. The result suggests that in CelebA the internal representation is significantly more important than learning the inter-attribute relationship due to that ImageNet has more similar image statistics to SUN dataset (scene images) than CelebA (facial images). As a result, in SUN-Attr, the effect of interdependent prediction becomes more apparent.
The difference between ResNet18 and ResNet50 shows the effect of having a richer feature representation in CNN. The effect seems clear in CelebA pre-trained cases, as the performance difference diminishes after end-to-end training. The result confirms that ImageNet pre-trained CNN is not optimized for CelebA dataset.
Choice of potential functions The Const CRF results in worse average F1 to the sigmoid baseline in SUN-Attr dataset. We suspect that the learned prior in potentials somewhat makes more conservative prediction (high precision) under limited training data.
The improvement by the Linear CRF model over the sigmoid baseline looks interesting, because we are predicting second-order relationship in addition to each attribute in the deep neural networks; i.e., predicting a pair (x i , x j ) ∈ {(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1)}. The performance improvement by the Linear CRF clearly indicates that the second-order prediction learns the structure information in the inter-attribute relationship that an independent baseline (sigmoid) cannot capture in the inference.
Structured inference or internal representation?
One interesting observation is that when we apply end-to-end learning, the difference between the baseline sigmoid and the CRF models becomes smaller (e.g., SUN-Attr accuracy). The result suggests a deep neural network can learn a good internal representation z that also encodes interattribute relationships in the representation itself. We can observe the significance of the structured inference by comparing the improvement by CRF models over the sigmoid models and the improvement by ResNet50 over ResNet18. In CelebA, the difference between ResNet18 and ResNet50 diminishes after end-to-end training, but we still observe some advantage by the structured inference in both CRF models. We believe the structured inference is capturing inter-attribute relationships that a feature representation is unable to model even after end-to-end training. Fig. 3 shows a few prediction examples for the two datasets using ResNet50 + Sigmoid or Linear CRF models after end-to-end learning. Predictions are mostly similar, but Linear CRF tends to give more coverage, as indicated by higher recall in Table 1 .
Qualitative analysis
When the inter-attribute correlation matters, our CRF models tend to complement the missing attributes in the baseline prediction. For example, in the upper-left of Fig 3, the Linear CRF prediction correctly infer man-made and enclosed-area attribute knowing that the scene is indoor without a horizon.
A mistake happens typically when the attributes are not obvious from the image. For example, whether the face is attractive involves highly subjective judgment in CelebA, and the annotation might not be absolutely correct. Both our models and the baseline sigmoid tend to make a mistake in such attributes.
Ablation studies
In this section, we empirically study the effect of various architectural configurations using ResNet18 CNN and SUN-Attr dataset.
Factor graph structure
What is the effective sparse graph structure for attributes in the given dataset? To answer this question, we compare the performance of our model under three graph construction policies. min: Minimum K edge-per-node policy as in Sec 3.4. For each attribute, we pick K highest-correlated other attributes in the training data, and form a pair. This policy guarantees at least K pairwise factors exist for each attribute. rand: Random factor policy, where we pick random N pairs of attributes and form a pairwise factor. top: Top N correlation policy. We compute the correlation matrix from the training data, and pick N pairs of attributes according to the order of highest absolute correlation. This policy is similar to the positive and negative correlation approach employed in Hu et al [14] .
We evaluate the average F1 score for different number of pairwise factors in the graph. For min policy, we evaluate the performance at K = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, which result in the pairwise factor size N = 153, 281, 423, 557, 690 respectively. For rand and top policy, we choose the same [23] 0.8700 Torfason et al. [32] 0.9022 number of factors in the graph. This condition measures how a different factor graph of the equivalent size affects the prediction performance. Note that it is computationally infeasible to learn a fully-connected factor graph for SUNAttr dataset. We pick Linear CRF for evaluating the above three policies as well as Const CRF with min policy for reference. Fig 4 visualizes the correlation matrix of SUNAttr dataset and the adjacency matrix of the factor graphs for min with K = 8 and rand, top with N = 557 cases. The min policy looks similar to the graph structure from the top policy, but the top policy tends to assign larger number of factors to smaller number of variables.
Fig 5 plots the average F1 score over different number of pairwise factors in the graph. We fix the number of iterations in message passing to 2 in this experiment. We observe that F1 score in general increases as the number of pairwise factors increases in Linear CRF, but there is no benefit in Const CRF. The inferior Const CRF performance suggests that static bias on pairs have minor effect in prediction, even if we consider larger number of pairs.
The more interesting observation is that the top policy is consistently worse than the other two policies. The difference between min and rand is small, though rand introduces randomness to the model and is less interpretable. The result implies that it is better to introduce higher-order prediction to as many variables as possible than choosing structure solely based on correlation. We suspect two reasons for this observation. The first is that highly correlated attributes are rather easy to predict than not-so-obvious pairs. For example, open area and natural light relationship is obvious and a CNN can already learn a good internal representation to predict both through end-to-end learning. However, when we have an explicit potential function on a not obvious pair such as foliage and vacationing, we might have more chance to uncover a hidden relationship between them from the dataset. The second reason is numerical stability in message passing. In eq 4, we need to take the product of many messages, and possibly having many factors concentrated on one variable leads to unstable inference and back propagation in sum-product algorithm. Although the larger number of pairwise factors help improve the prediction, there is a drawback in computational complexity. Sec 5.4 empirically analyzes runtime. The choice of the higher-order factor size should be subject to the application requirement for speed and quality.
Message propagation depth
Our message passing layer requires repeated message propagations by flooding schedule (eq 3 and 4). How many times do we need to iterate message propagation? We report the prediction performance with respect to the number of iterated propagations. Fig 6 plots average F1 score over the number of message propagations for 4 different models, all with min-4 policy factor configurations and independently learned. The Linear-shared and Const-shared plots indicate the performance of Linear CRF and Const CRF respectively. As the plot suggests, the Linear CRF degrades the average F1 with increased number of iterations, while Const CRF keeps similar score regardless of the iterations. We suspect that as we increase the number of propagations in inference, parameter learning via back-propagation suffers more from the vanishing gradient problem and results Figure 6 . Average F1 score vs. the number of message iterations using ResNet18 + CRF models in SUN-Attr dataset. We show independent potentials and shared potentials for both Const and Linear CRF models.
in inferior performance. Increased iterations also indicate increased computational overhead. Although we might be able to circumvent the vanishing gradient problem (e.g., by [15] ), there seems no practical benefit in increasing the depth of the message propagation layer in our experimental setup.
Independent factors in propagation
Our model implements message passing procedure by unrolling the iterated message passing (eq 3 and 4). It is possible to make the potential function independent in each message passing iteration, as attempted in the previous work on inference machine [29, 27] . Here, we examine the effect of independently modeling potential functions at each step in the flooding sum-product propagation.
The Linear-indep and Const-indep plots in Fig 6 show the performance of Linear CRF and Const CRF with min-4 policy graph and independent potentials per iteration. We observe that the independent potentials slightly outperform the shared potentials in Linear CRF (Linearindep vs Linear-shared), but the performance is almost the same in Const CRF. The number of iterations no longer degrades the average F1 score in Linear CRF. We suspect that with independent potential functions, potential functions in the later propagation step avoid vanishing gradients that happen to potentials in earlier steps and are able to learn parameters. When parameters are shared across iterations, vanishing gradients to earlier steps prevents proper end-toend learning of potentials. In any case, as in the previous section, there is a computational overhead in increased message propagation with no performance benefit. We conjecture that the width over depth strategy is the best to employ with sum-product message passing in the deep networks.
Model size and runtime
What is the computational cost to introduce sum-product inference? We evaluate the time to run inference on 2,868 test images in SUN-Attr dataset with respect to the number of pairwise potentials in the graphical model. The plot indicates that as the number of pairwise potential increases, sum-product inference dominates the computation time. Computational cost of Linear CRF roughly doubles to the baseline sigmoid when 600 pairwise factors are introduced, which is equivalent to around 8 edges per variable under min policy graph construction in Sec 5.1. We find that ResNet18 + Linear CRF (13.7M parameters) performs better than or on par to ResNet50 + sigmoid (23.7M parameters) that has a larger number of parameters. Although Linear CRFs give performance benefit, there is certainly a drawback in computational cost. Linear CRFs quickly increase the parameter size as we introduce more potential functions, since the size of softplus-linear potential function is proportional to the size of the feature input. The execution time is not proportional to the parameter size in this paper, because our implementation is not yet highly optimized for parallelism. The bottleneck is in iterated message propagation where our implementation computes messages in a sequential loop. Parallelizing message computation could potentially significantly boost the execution. It is our future work to further optimize the message passing layer. In any case, per-image processing time is in the order of 0.01 seconds in all models and practical for various applications.
Conclusion and future work
We have presented the structured inference approach for multiple attribute prediction. Our framework is based on the marginal inference in the conditional random field, and we propose to model the potential functions by deep neural networks. The empirical study using SUN-Attr and CelebA datasets suggest that the structured inference improves the attribute prediction performance. Detailed analysis on factor size, message depth, and runtime reveals the characteristics of our message passing layer and also suggests the practical design principle for factor graph construction.
In this paper, we have not evaluated higher-order potential functions with more than 2 variables. It would be interesting to see learning higher-order potential by backpropagation [1] , while mitigating the computational complexity of the sum-product algorithm. Our approach of using sparse graphical models with sum-product inference as a drop-in replacement for classifiers works well for attribute recognition. We wish to investigate if a similar approach works for other inference problems. Also scaling up the model to larger attributes is another future work [9] .
